1. What is Mathematics 243?

2. Height

3. Variability

4. Models

5. Data

Summary

- The primary activity of this course is:

- A "hat" means:

Homework

1. For Tuesday, February 4
   (a) Visit the class webpage http://www.calvin.edu/~stob/courses/m243/S14/ and become familiar with what it is there. Click each link so that you can see what is available there.
   (b) Read the syllabus carefully so that you are sure that you understand how the course is conducted.
   (c) Read Chapter 1 except for section 1.4. Review all the reading questions at the end of the chapter. (These do not need to be written up or turned in but you should be able to discuss your answers with others in an informed manner.)

2. For Thursday, February 6
   (a) Read Chapter 2, Sections 1 and 2. Read the R notes from the textbook (Section 1.5) or preferably, the substitute version found here https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/5098197/StatModelingWithMosaic/StatisticalModelingWithMOSAIC.html#welcome
   (b) Spend some time reviewing what you learned in R on Tuesday.

   Chapel today: Humility Tarence Lauchie, Senior Pastor, Grace for the Nations Church